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Dynamic Scene Deblurring by Depth Guided Model
Lerenhan Li , Jinshan Pan , Wei-Sheng Lai , Changxin Gao , Nong Sang , and Ming-Hsuan Yang
Abstract— Dynamic scene blur is usually caused by object
motion, depth variation as well as camera shake. Most existing
methods usually solve this problem using image segmentation
or fully end-to-end trainable deep convolutional neural networks by considering different object motions or camera shakes.
However, these algorithms are less effective when there exist
depth variations. In this work, we propose a deep neural
convolutional network that exploits the depth map for dynamic
scene deblurring. Given a blurred image, we first extract the
depth map and adopt a depth refinement network to restore
the edges and structure in the depth map. To effectively exploit
the depth map, we adopt the spatial feature transform layer to
extract depth features and fuse with the image features through
scaling and shifting. Our image deblurring network thus learns
to restore a clear image under the guidance of the depth map.
With substantial experiments and analysis, we show that the
depth information is crucial to the performance of the proposed
model. Finally, extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations
demonstrate that the proposed model performs favorably against
the state-of-the-art dynamic scene deblurring approaches as well
as conventional depth-based deblurring algorithms.
Index Terms— Image deblurring, deep learning, scene depth.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

YNAMIC scene deblurring is a challenging problem as
the blur is usually caused by a mix of camera shake,
object motion, and scene depth variation. Conventional blind
image deblurring algorithms [7], [20], [27], [39], [61] formulate the blur process as a spatially invariant convolution, which
cannot model the blur in a dynamic scene. On the other hand,
non-uniform deblurring approaches [41], [60], [63] assume
that the blur is locally uniform and estimate local blur kernels
by cropping an image into overlapping patches. However, such
an assumption does not always hold for complex scenes with
object motion and depth variation.
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As the blur is highly related to scene depth, several methods [12], [44], [62] require a depth map to guide the deblurring
process. However, these approaches typically solve complicated optimization problems to iteratively estimate blur kernels, latent images, and depth maps, which are computationally
expensive. Moreover, the methods based on the blur kernel
estimation and image deconvolution often generate undesirable
ringing artifacts when the estimated kernels are not accurate
enough. Recently, several learning-based approaches [21],
[36], [57], [66] train end-to-end deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) to directly restore a sharp image from an
input blurred image while bypassing the blur kernel estimation.
Although CNN-based methods generate deblurred images with
fewer artifacts, they are less effective on handling the blur
caused by large depth variations. Therefore, it is of great
importance to exploit the depth cue for dynamic scene deblurring.
In this work, we propose a Depth Guided Network (DGN),
which utilizes the scene depth within a deep CNN, for dynamic
scene deblurring. The proposed DGN consists of two branches:
a deblurring branch and a depth refinement branch. The
depth refinement branch learns to refine the coarse depth
map, which is estimated from the input blurred image. We
then adopt the spatial feature transform (SFT) layer [59] to
extract depth features from the refined depth map and integrate
the depth and image features through a spatial-wise affine
transform. The deblurring branch then recovers a deblurred
image with the aid of the depth features. We systematically
analyze the contribution of the depth and show that the depth
information is crucial to the performance of deblurring. As
shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d), the proposed method restores richer
details and clearer object shapes than the model without using
the depth information. Furthermore, Fig. 1(e) and (f) show that
the proposed depth refinement branch alleviates the blur effect
and obtains a depth map with clearer structures.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
•

•

•

We propose a Depth Guided Network for dynamic scene
deblurring, which contains an image deblurring branch
and a depth refinement branch. The image deblurring
branch utilizes the scene depth as the guidance information to recover sharp images while the depth refinement
branch uses the input image as the guidance information
to alleviate the blur effect from the initial depth maps.
We adopt the spatial feature transform layer to effectively
exploit the guidance information from the input image
and depth map to facilitate the depth refinement and
image deblurring, respectively.
We show that the proposed method can be extended to
video deblurring. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the
proposed method performs favorably against the state-
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to constrain the blur kernel estimation. Depth maps have
been shown effective on guiding the deblurring process and
generating better results, which is commonly applied for stereo
deblurring [2], [43], [51].
Several algorithms have been proposed to deblur a single
using the depth cue. The method by Xu and Jia [62] assumes
that the blur is uniform at each depth layer and requires stereo
images as input to estimate the depth map. Hu et al. [12]
jointly estimate the depth layers for non-uniform deblurring.
However, the depth estimation requires initialization from user
scribbles. Pan et al. [42] propose to simultaneously estimate
the camera motion and latent image with the assumption that
the depth map is always available. A number of methods
estimate depth or remove depth blur by specialized sensors [3],
[37]. We note that all the above approaches involve complex
optimization problems that entail heavy computational load.
Furthermore, the visual quality of the deblurred images heavily
relies on blur kernel estimation. Inaccurate blur kernels might
lead to ringing artifacts, which significantly degrade the visual
quality of the deblurred images [24].
Different from the aforementioned methods, we propose to
estimate the depth map from a single image by a depth prediction algorithm. Without involving complex kernel estimation
steps, the proposed method directly recovers latent images
under the guidance of the predicted depth map by an endto-end trainable CNN.
Fig. 1. Deblurred results on a challenging example from the GOPRO [36]
dataset. The proposed method (single image model) generates deblurred
results with sharper edges, finer details, and fewer artifacts by exploiting the
depth map to guide the image deblurring.

of-the-art approaches on the benchmark dataset and real
blurred images.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we discuss conventional image deblurring
approaches, recent CNN-based methods, and video deblurring
algorithms.
A. Conventional Image Deblurring Methods
Recent years have witnessed significant progress in blind
image deblurring with the development of image priors [20],
[22], [29], [32], [40], [56], [63], [64]. Li et al. [29] propose
a binary classifier as the image prior to deal with the motion
deblurring problems, while Liu et al. [32] present the image
prior based on a super-Gaussian field. However, these methods
typically assume that the blur is caused by the camera motion,
which cannot handle the cases with object motion and scene
depth variation. Due to the mix of camera motion, rigid
or non-rigid object motion, and scene depth variation, it is
difficult to generalize these approaches to handle the blur in
dynamic scenes.
B. Depth Guided Deblurring Methods
To address the dynamic scene deblurring problem, conventional approaches estimate additional information, e.g.,
segmentation [13], [38], camera pose [44], or optical flow [14],

C. CNN-Based Image Deblurring Methods
With the success of deep CNNs on high-level recognition
tasks [10], [11], several methods adopt CNNs for low-level
vision problems, e.g., image denoising [34], dehazing [28],
[47], [48], low-light enhancement [46]and super-resolution [6],
[18], [23]. A few approaches first use deep CNNs to predict
local linear kernels [55], estimate motion flow [9], or learn a
image prior [29], and then restore sharp images using conventional image deconvolution algorithms [39], [68]. However,
these algorithms involve complex optimization processes and
deblurred images usually contain ringing artifacts due to the
imperfect kernel estimation.
To solve this problem, end-to-end deep CNNs have been
shown effective for dynamic scene deblurring. Nah et al. [36]
propose a multi-scale deep network to learn a direct mapping from blurred images to sharp images while bypassing
the blur kernel estimation. Tao et al. [57] further reduce
the model size by sharing the weights across scales. On
the other hand, Zhang et al. [66] train recurrent neural
network (RNN) to model the spatially variant deconvolution kernels. Kupyn et al. [21] use the generative adversarial network (GAN) to generate realistic results and
Nimisha et al. [33] present an unsupervised learning algorithm
based on GAN for domain-specific deblurring such as face and
text images. However, these algorithms are less effective for
the blur caused by depth variations.
Most recently, Shen et al. [52] extract face semantic labels
as the guidance information to facilitate the face deblurring.
However, the semantic features are combined with the input
image through a simple concatenation, which is less effective
to exploit the spatial information of the semantic segmentation.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the proposed Depth Guided Network for dynamic scene deblurring. Our network consists of an image deblurring branch and a
depth refinement branch. The depth refinement branch refines the depth estimated from the blurred image and recovers the structure of the scene. The image
deblurring branch incorporates the features extracted from the refined depth and restores a sharp image.

In contrast, we adopt the SFT layer [59] to effectively integrate
the guidance (e.g., depth map) with image features via scaling
and shifting. We exploit the depth map for dynamic scene
deblurring in this work.
D. Video Deblurring Methods
As dynamic scene blur also appears in the video, a number
of methods focus on recovering sharp frames from the blurred
ones. The method of Kim and Lee [17] uses optical flow to
estimate the non-uniform blur kernels, which tends to generate
artifacts as the flow cannot be estimated well from the blurred
frames. Su et al. [54] propose an end-to-end CNN to recover
the central frame from adjacent blurred frames. Kim et al. [15]
present an online algorithm to utilize the deblurred result from
the previous frame to recover the present one. Similarly, these
approaches become less effective when the blur is caused by
depth variation and object motion. Different from these, other
than inputting adjacent blurred frames, we utilize the scene
depth from the central frame and recover the sharp one.

scales. Each scale has three residual blocks followed by a
convolutional layer with a stride of 2 to down-sample the
feature maps from the previous scale by 1/2×. The decoder
is symmetric to the encoder, where each scale contains three
residual blocks followed by a transposed convolution layer
to up-sample the features by 2×. Except for Conv24, each
convolution layer is followed by a non-linear leaky ReLU
layer with the negative slope of 0.2. We use the summation
operation as the skip connection from the encoder to the
decoder, as shown in Fig. 2.
In addition, we integrate the features from the input blurred
image B to guide the depth refinement. The depth refinement
network predicts the residuals to refine the input depth Db and
generates a refined depth Dr , which can be modeled by:
Dr = Db + G D (Db , B).

(1)

We show the detailed configurations of the depth refinement
branch in Table I.
B. Image Deblurring Branch

III. D EPTH G UIDED N ETWORK
As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed DGN consists of two
branches: a depth refinement branch and an image deblurring
branch. The network takes as inputs the blurred image B and
the depth map Db (estimated from the blurred image). Our
goal is to generate a clear and sharp image I .
A. Depth Refinement Branch
The initial depth map Db may not contain a clear structure
as it is estimated from the blurred input image B. Therefore,
we first adopt a depth refinement network to refine the depth
map Db . Our depth refinement network (denoted by G D ) is
an encoder-decoder architecture with skip connections from
the encoder to the decoder. The encoder consists of three

The image deblurring branch (denoted by G B ) takes the
blurred image B as input and incorporates features from the
refined depth Dr . We use a similar encoder-decoder architecture as our depth refinement network and employ the residual
learning to generate a deblurred image I by:
I = B + G B (B, Dr ).

(2)

The configurations of the deblurring branch are shown
in Table II.
C. Spatial Feature Transform Layer
Instead of the simple concatenation or multiplication,
we adopt the SFT layer [59] to effectively fuse the features
from the guidance and input image. As shown in Fig. 3,
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TABLE I
C ONFIGURATIONS OF D EPTH R EFINEMENT B RANCH . “C ONV ” D ENOTES THE C ONVOLUTION L AYER , “R ES ” D ENOTES THE R ESIDUAL B LOCK ,
“U PCONV ” D ENOTES THE UP -S AMPLE L AYER BY T RANSPOSED C ONVOLUTION O PERATOR , “TANH ” D ENOTES THE N ON -L INEAR TANH L AYER ,
AND “S UM ” D ENOTES THE S UMMATION O PERATION . W E A PPLY THE S UMMATION O PERATION AS THE S KIP C ONNECTION M ETHOD

TABLE II
C ONFIGURATIONS OF THE I MAGE D EBLURRING B RANCH . “C ONV ” D ENOTES THE C ONVOLUTION L AYER , “R ES ” D ENOTES THE R ESIDUAL B LOCK ,
“U PCONV ” D ENOTES THE UP -S AMPLE L AYER BY T RANSPOSED C ONVOLUTION O PERATOR , “TANH ” D ENOTES THE N ON -L INEAR TANH L AYER ,
AND “S UM ” D ENOTES THE S UMMATION O PERATION . W E A PPLY THE S UMMATION O PERATION AS THE S KIP C ONNECTION M ETHOD

the SFT layer first extracts conditional maps φ from the
guidance with three convolution layers. Then, the conditional
maps are fed into another two convolution layers to predict the
modulation parameters γ and β, respectively. Finally, the input
feature F is transformed by the element-wise multiplication
and shifting operations with the modulation parameters:
SFT(F|γ , β) = γ  F + β,

(3)

where  denotes the element-wise multiplication. In the depth
refinement branch, we treat the blurred image as the guidance
and use the SFT layer to transform the features of the first
convolution layer. Similarly, we treat the refined depth as the
guidance and transform the features of the first convolution
layer in the deblurring branch. By utilizing the SFT layer,
we effectively extract the image and depth features to guide
the depth refinement and image deblurring steps, respectively.
D. Training Losses
We train the proposed DGN by minimizing the image
content loss, perceptual loss, and depth refinement loss.
1) Content Loss: We compute the MSE loss, i.e., L 2 loss,
between the output deblurred image I and the ground-truth
sharp image Igt :

2
(4)
Lc =  I − Igt 2 .
2) Perceptual Loss: The perceptual loss measures the
similarity in the high dimensional feature space of a
pre-trained loss network (e.g., VGG [53]), which is commonly
used to generate photo-realistic images for image superresolution [16], [26], face image deblurring [52], and image
synthesis [58]. The perceptual loss is computed by:

2
L p = Vt (I ) − Vt (Igt )2 ,
(5)

Fig. 3.
Structure of the SFT layer. In the depth refinement branch,
we consider the blurred image as the guidance. In the image deblurring branch,
we use the refined depth map as the guidance.

where Vt denotes the feature maps from the t-th layer of the
pre-trained VGG-19 network [53]. We use the features from
the conv3-3 layer to compute the perceptual loss.
3) Depth Refinement Loss: To regularize the training of the
depth refinement network, we use the depth map estimated
from the ground-truth clear image as a supervisory signal. We
minimize the following L 2 loss function between the refined
depth Dr and the “pseudo ground-truth” depth Dgt :

2
(6)
Ld =  Dr − Dgt 2 .
4) Overall Loss: We train the proposed DGN with the
following combination of losses:
L = λc Lc + λ p L p + λd Ld ,

(7)

where λc , λ p , and λd are the weights to balance the content
loss, perceptual loss, and depth refinement loss, respectively.
We empirically set λc = 1, λ p = 0.01, and λd = 1, and
analyze the effect of each loss function in Section VI-C.
IV. E XTENSION TO V IDEO D EBLURRING
The proposed DGN can be easily extended to deblur a video.
We construct a video-based DGN, which takes as input five
consecutive blurred frames B (t −2), B (t −1), B (t ), B (t +1), B (t +2)
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and outputs the deblurred result of the central frame B (t ). Our
depth refinement branch reduces the blur effect on the coarse
(t )
depth map of the central frame, Db , and generates a refined
(t )
depth map Dr by:
Dr(t ) = Db(t ) + G D (Db(t ) , B (t )).

TABLE III
Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATIONS AND C OMPARISONS ON THE GOPRO [36]
D ATASET. O UR M ETHOD P ERFORMS FAVORABLY A GAINST THE
S TATE - OF - THE -A RT DYNAMIC S CENE
D EBLURRING A LGORITHMS

(8)

Our deblurring branch uses the refined depth Dr(t ) as the
guidance and generates the deblurred image I (t ) by:
I (t ) = B (t ) + G B (B (t −2), B (t −1), B (t ), B (t +1), B (t +2), Dr(t ) ).
(9)
Compared to the image-based DGN, the architecture of the
depth refinement branch remains the same. The only difference
lies in the first convolutional layer of the image deblurring
branch, where the number of input channel increases from
3 to 15.

TABLE IV
Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATIONS AND C OMPARISONS ON THE V IDEO
D EBLURRING D ATASET BY S U ET AL . [54]. O UR M ETHOD P ERFORMS
FAVORABLY A GAINST THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT V IDEO
D EBLURRING A LGORITHMS

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we first provide the implementation and
training details of the proposed network. Then, we compare the proposed DGN with the state-of-the-art dynamic
scene deblurring methods [21], [36], [57], [66] as well as a
depth-based non-uniform deblurring approach [12]. We also
compare our video-based DGN with existing video deblurring
methods [15], [17], [54]. Finally, we evaluate the execution time and model with the state-of-the-art learning-based
dynamic scene deblurring approaches [21], [36], [57], [66].
A. Implementation Details
We implement the proposed DGN using the Pytorch [45]
toolbox and optimize the network parameters with the Adam
solver [19]. We set the β1 , β2 , and weight decay to 0.9, 0.99,
and 10−4 , respectively. The network is trained for a total
of 600 epochs. We set the initial learning rate lr to 10−4 for the
first 300 epochs and linearly decrease to 10−6 for the following
300 epochs by:
10−4 − 10−6
(E − 300),
(10)
300
where E denotes the number of the training epoch.
We train our DGN on the GOPRO dataset [36], which contains 2103 blurred-sharp image pairs for training and 1111 for
testing. Similar to existing methods [21], [57], [66], we use
the linear model in the GOPRO dataset for fair comparisons.
For video deblurring, we train our network on the dataset
proposed by Su et al. [54], which contains 5900 pair frames
for training and 1000 for testing. We set the batch size to 4 and
apply the following strategies to augment the training data:
1) flipping horizontally and vertically, 2) rotating for −90◦ or
90◦ , and 3) adding Gaussian noise with the sigma of 0.01.
Finally, we randomly crop the images to the size of 256 × 256
and normalize the pixel values to [−1, 1].
We adopt the pre-trained model of Li and Snavely [30] to
extract the depth maps from both the blurred and ground-truth
images. The values of depth maps are normalized to [0, 1]. We
note that the depth extraction model [30] is fixed during the
lr = 10−4 −

training. We train our network on an NVIDIA TITAN X GPU.
Our single image deblurring model takes about four days to
converge while the video deblurring model takes about eight
days as the amount of training data is larger. The source code
and pre-trained models will be made available on our project
website: https://sites.google.com/view/lerenhanli/homepage/
depth_deblurring.
B. Comparisons With State-of-the-Arts
1) Single Image Deblurring: We evaluate the PSNR, SSIM,
and LPIPS [67] between deblurred results and ground truth
images on the GOPRO test set. As shown in Table III,
the proposed DGN performs favorably against the state-of-theart dynamic scene deblurring methods [21], [36], [57], [66].1
In Fig. 4, we show several visual comparisons on challenging
examples from the GOPRO dataset. We also compare with
one of our baseline model, which does not use depth as the
guidance information. For fair comparisons on the model size,
we add four residual blocks between Conv9 and Upconv16 in
the image deblurring branch, which makes the baseline model
to have similar model size with the proposed network. We also
demonstrate the model size comparisons between the proposed
DGN and baseline model in Section V-C. The proposed DGN
generates results with sharper structures, finer details, and
fewer artifacts compared to the state-of-the-art approaches and
our baseline model.
1 We cannot reproduce the same SSIM results from [21] on the
GOPRO dataset by the code and pre-trained model from the github
page:https://github.com/KupynOrest/DeblurGAN
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Fig. 4.

Deblurred results on the GOPRO [36] testing dataset. The proposed DGN generates sharper results and fewer artifacts.

In Fig. 5, we show the deblurred results on real blurred
images. We also compare with a conventional depth-based
non-uniform deblurring algorithm [12]. The method of
Hu et al. [12] relies on the blur kernel estimation and may
suffer from ringing artifacts as shown in the second example
of Fig. 5. In contrast, the proposed model with depth map
generates clearer results with fewer visual artifacts.
2) Video Deblurring: We evaluate our video-based DGN on
the test set of Su et al. [54]. Table IV and Fig. 6 show that
both single image and video DGN performs favorably against
the state-of-the-art video deblurring algorithms [15], [17], [54]
and single image deblurring approaches [21], [36], [57], [66].
Furthermore, the proposed video model performs better than

the single image model. We also include the deblurred videos
on our project website.
3) Generalization Ability on the Other Datasets: We first
evaluate the generalizing ability of the proposed single
image and video models on the REDS dataset [35]. As the
ground-truth of the test images is not available, we use
the validation dataset (‘val_blur’ and ’val_sharp’) for both
quantitative and qualitative evaluations.2 For fair comparisons,
we do not re-train the models with the REDS training dataset
and directly evaluate the performance on the validation images.
Fig 7 and Table V show that our model performs favorably
2 Dataset webpage:https://seungjunnah.github.io/Datasets/reds
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Fig. 5. Deblurred results on real blurred images. The proposed method with depth map generates visually pleasing results and does not suffer from ringing
artifacts.

TABLE V

TABLE VI

Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATIONS AND C OMPARISONS ON THE REDS
VALIDATION S ET [35]. O UR M ETHODS P ERFORM W ELL A GAINST
THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT D EBLURRING A PPROACHES

Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATIONS AND C OMPARISONS ON THE FACE
D EBLURRING T EST S ET BY S HEN ET AL . [52]. O UR M ETHOD
P ERFORMS FAVORABLY A GAINST THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
D EBLURRING A LGORITHMS

against the state-of-the-art deblurring algorithms while the
performance is less effective than that on the GOPRO dataset.
We also note that results from the video model are slightly
better than those from the single image model as the video
model takes multiple frames as inputs.
We then evaluate the proposed single image model on the
text images and face images, which are not highly related
to the scene depth. Figure 8 shows an example of deblurring a face image where our approach generates favorable
results with state-of-the-art algorithms including the face
deblurring approach [52]. However, the deblurred results are
over-smoothed and the proposed model cannot recover finer
attributes well as it is mainly trained on the natural images.
We then quantitatively evaluate the proposed DGN on the
Helen [25] test set proposed by Shen et al. [52], where

the images are convolved by randomly synthesized uniform
motion blur kernels. As shown in Table VI, our approach
performs favorably against the state-of-the-art dynamic scene
deblurring methods [21], [36], [57] and generates comparable
results to the face deblurring algorithm [52]. We also evaluate
our method on the text deblurring dataset by Lai et al. [24],
where the blurred images are generated by non-uniform
motion blur kernels based on camera gyroscopes. As shown
in Fig. 9 and Table VII, the proposed DGN performs well
against state-of-the-art algorithms. We note that the depth
guidance becomes less effective on the text and face images,
where the depth variation is not significant. The performance
of our approach reduces to the model without depth guidance.
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Fig. 6. Deblurred results on the blurred frames from the dataset by Su et al. [54]. The proposed DGN is able to generate favorable results where the bicycle
and car wheels are clear.

Fig. 7.

Deblurred results on the REDS [35] dataset. The proposed DGN performs well against state-of-the-art deblurring algorithms.

C. Execution Time and Model Size
We test the execution time of existing single image deblurring approaches and the proposed model on the images
from the GOPRO [36] dataset, which have a resolution of

1280 × 720 pixels. We also evaluate the execution time of
existing video deblurring algorithms and our video deblurring
model on the dataset by Su et al. [54], where the resolutions
of the images are also 1280 × 720 pixels. While each algorithm is implemented with different frameworks, we evaluate
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Deblurred results on a face image. The proposed DGN generates comparable results with state-of-the-art deblurring algorithms.

Fig. 9.

Deblurred results on a text image. The proposed DGN generates favorable results with state-of-the-art deblurring algorithms.

on the same desktop computer with an Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2670 v3@2.30GHz, 32 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA
TITAN X GPU. We compute the average time by evaluating
100 images with the same resolution (i.e., 1280 × 720 pixels).
In addition, we calculate the number of model parameters for
each method. As shown in Table VIII, our model runs more
efficiently than other approaches and uses fewer parameters
than the models of Nah et al. [36] and Kupyn et al. [21]. The
execution time of the proposed method includes the depth
initialization. As the baseline model, single image model,
and video model have similar model sizes, the execution
time is almost the same. The model of Tao et al. [57]
takes a gray-scale image as input.3 To deblur a color image,
their model individually processes the Red, Green, and Blue
channels, therefore slowing down the speed. We note that
Kim et al. [15] propose an on-line scheme by utilizing the
deblurred results from the previous frames, thus reducing the
number of parameters as well as accelerating the speed.

TABLE VII
Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATIONS AND C OMPARISONS ON THE
T EXT D EBLURRING T EST S ET BY L AI ET AL . [24]. O UR
M ETHOD P ERFORMS FAVORABLY A GAINST THE
S TATE - OF - THE -A RT D EBLURRING A LGORITHMS

TABLE VIII
E XECUTION T IME AND M ODEL S IZE IN T ERMS OF THE A MOUNT OF
PARAMETERS (M ILLION ) FOR AN I MAGE W ITH THE S IZE OF 1280×720.
W E E VALUATE THE E XECUTION T IME ON THE S AME D ESKTOP
C OMPUTER W ITH AN X EON (R) CPU E5-2670 V 3@2.30GH Z ,
32 GB RAM, AND AN NVIDIA TITAN X GPU AND W E
C ALCULATE THE AVERAGE T IME OF
RUNNING ON 100 I MAGES

VI. A NALYSIS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we first analyze the effectiveness of depth
for dynamic scene deblurring. We then conduct ablation study
to validate several design choices in the proposed model,
including the SFT layer, residual learning, skip connections,
and loss functions. We evaluate the PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS
on the test set of the GOPRO dataset for comparisons. We
also analyze the robustness to noise for all the evaluated
methods. Finally, we discuss the limitation of the proposed
model.

A. Effectiveness of Depth Map

3 We use the gray-scale model as suggested by the authors from their
GitHub:https://github.com/jiangsutx/SRN-Deblur

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed DGN on a
dynamic scene blurred image with a large depth variation. As
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Fig. 10. Deblurred results on a dynamic scene blurred image with large depth variation. The proposed DGN generates sharper results and fewer artifacts
than state-of-the-art deblurring algorithms as well as baseline model without depth guidance.

TABLE IX
A NALYSIS ON D EPTH M AP. W E S HOW T HAT THE P ROPOSED M ODEL
W ITH THE R EFINED D EPTH P ERFORMS C OMPARABLY TO THE U PPER
B OUND M ODEL U SING THE R EFERENCE D EPTH M APS (D EPTH
M APS E STIMATED F ROM G ROUND -T RUTH I MAGES
W ITHOUT D EGRADATION )

shown in Fig. 10, all the methods can recover the background
scene and generate satisfactory structures. However, compared
with state-of-the-art deblurring algorithms [36], [57], the proposed DGN can deblur the moving car with large depth
variation and generate sharper edges guided by the depth
maps.
In order to better understand the effectiveness of the depth
guidance, we train our image deblurring branch with the
following depth guidance: i) without any depth information, ii)
initial depth, which is directly extracted from the input blurred
image, iii) refined depth, which is obtained from our depth
refinement branch, and iv) reference depth, which is estimated
from the ground-truth clear image. In Table IX, we show
that the model using the guidance from the reference depth
achieves the state-of-the-art performance, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the depth information on image deblurring.
In contrast, the model without using depth information does
not perform well. The model with the initial depth shows
a slight improvement over the model without depth map,
but is still far from the state-of-the-art performance. After
refining the depth with our depth refinement branch, the performance is significantly improved on the PSNR, SSIM, and
LPIPS scores.
In Fig. 11, we show the deblurred results of the above
models. The proposed model with the refined depth generates
comparable results as the upper bound model, i.e., the model

with reference depth map. In contrast, both the state-of-the-art
approach [57] and the baseline model (without using depth)
cannot restore the shape of the foreground object well. We also
visualize the depth maps, where the refined depth contains a
clear shape of the foreground object to facilitate the image
deblurring.
As estimating depth from blurred images is also a challenging task, one may concern that the proposed method highly
depends on the depth estimated from a specific approach
(e.g., [30]). Therefore, we analyze the robustness of our model
to the input depth map. We train our model using the depth
estimated from the method of Li et al. [30]. At the test time,
we take as input the depth maps estimated from two recent
depth prediction algorithms [8], [31]. We note that we do not
retrain the model when applying different depth estimation
methods. As shown in the 3-rd to 5-th rows of Table IX,
our model performs well even when the input depth is not
estimated from the same method used for training. We show
that our model does not heavily rely on the specific depth
estimation method [30] as the proposed network learns to
refine the initial depth and extract useful depth features by
jointly optimizing the deblurring loss and depth refinement
loss in (7).
We evaluate the performance of refining the initial depth by
our depth refinement branch. For fair comparisons, we apply a
simple scheme to adjust the initial depth maps and demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed depth refinement branch. As
image downsampling can alleviate the blur effect, we first
downsample the blurred images by the factor of 2 to get a less
blurred image. We then apply the depth prediction method [30]
to extract the depth from the downsampled image. Afterwards, we use a super-resolution algorithm [23] to upsample
the depth to the original resolution. In Fig. 12, we show
some visual comparisons between initial depth, adjusted depth
and refined depth, and deblurred results using corresponding
depth maps. The simple scheme to adjust the initial depth
still cannot recover enough boundaries, which is less helpful compared to the proposed depth refinement branch. Our
depth refinement branch can effectively extract sharper edges
from the initial depth maps, which facilitates the deblurring
branch.
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Fig. 11. Effectiveness of depth map. The baseline model, which does not use any depth information, cannot restore the shape of the foreground object well.
In contrast, the proposed method effectively refines the initial depth map and restores a clear object shape. Our deblurred result is comparable to that from
the upper bound model which uses reference depth maps as guidance.

Fig. 12. Visual results of depth refinement and comparisons between using initial, adjusted, and refined depth maps. The proposed depth refinement branch
is effective to generate depth with clearer boundaries and help to deblur.

TABLE X

TABLE XI

A NALYSIS ON N ETWORK A RCHITECTURES . T HE P ROPOSED N ETWORK
P ERFORMS W ELL A GAINST THE VARIATIONS W ITHOUT U SING S KIP
C ONNECTION OR R ESIDUAL L EARNING . C OMPARED W ITH THE
M ODEL W HICH E MBEDS D EPTH M AP VIA A C ONCATENATION ,
THE P ROPOSED M ODEL A CHIEVES FAVORABLE R ESULTS BY
U SING THE SFT L AYER

Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATIONS ON V IDEO D EBLURRING M ODEL W. R . T THE
N UMBERS OF I NPUT F RAMES . T HE P ROPOSED V IDEO -BASED DGN
TAKES F IVE C ONSECUTIVE B LURRED F RAMES AS I NPUTS AND I T
G ENERATES FAVORABLE R ESULTS

B. Analysis on Network Designs
To better understand the contribution of each component in
the proposed network, we conduct an ablation study to analyze
several design choices in the deblurring branch. Specifically,
we train the following alternatives of our model by: i) removing the skip connections between the encoder and decoder,
ii) removing the residual learning, iii) using concatenation
instead of the SFT layer to embed the depth map. In Table X,
we show that all these designs are crucial to the performance
of the proposed model. The model with skip connections
reuses the features from the encoder, which facilitates the

training on deep networks. The residual learning encourages
the network to focus on predicting the details instead of the
pixel values. Finally, the model using a simple concatenation
to embed depth does not perform well as the guidance information might be easily ignored by the following convolution
layers.
As shown in Fig. 13, our full model generates the deblurred
image with clearer details, while the other alternatives cannot
remove the blur well. In Fig. 15, we plot the average PSNR
on the test set w.r.t. the number of training epochs. Our full
model consistently outperforms other alternatives.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed video
deblurring model under different numbers of input frames.
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Fig. 13.

Comparisons between different network designs. Our full model restores the details of the image well than the other variations.

Fig. 14.

Visual comparisons on different numbers of input frames. The proposed video-based DGN generates favorable results.

TABLE XII
A NALYSIS ON L OSS F UNCTIONS . W ITHOUT THE C ONTENT L OSS L c
AND D EPTH R EFINEMENT L OSS L d , O UR M ODEL D OES N OT
P ERFORM W ELL . W ITHOUT THE P ERCEPTUAL L OSS L p ,
O UR M ODEL O BTAINS A H IGHER PSNR BUT
W ITH L OWER SSIM AND L ARGE
P ERCEPTUAL D ISTANCE

Fig. 15. Quantitative evaluations on different network architectures during
the training process. The proposed network architecture performs well against
the others at each training epoch.

D. Sensitivity to Hyper-Parameters
Specifically, we retrain the video model with inputting consecutive frames from 1 to 9 and recover the sharp version of
the central one. We change the numbers of the input channels
in Conv1 of the image deblurring branch (i.e., from 3 to
27) according to the numbers of input frames. As shown
in Table XI and Fig. 14, taking 5 blurred frames as inputs
can generate satisfactory sharp images with clear structures as
well as details.

We analyze the sensitivity of three hyper-parameters in the
loss function (7), i.e., weights of the loss function, including
λc , λ p , and λd . In order to quantitatively evaluate the effect of
each parameter, we retrain the model by varying while keeping
the others fixed. We calculate the average PSNR values on
the GOPRO [36] dataset. As shown in Fig. 17, the proposed
method is insensitive to the parameters within a reasonable
range.

C. Effectiveness of Loss Functions

E. Robustness to Noise

We analyze the performance contribution of the content
loss Lc , perceptual loss L p , and depth refinement loss Ld by
removing each loss from the training. As shown in Table XII,
the performance drops significantly when removing the content loss. In addition, the model trained on the perceptual loss
without the content loss generates checkerboards artifacts as
shown in Fig. 16(b). On the other hand, the model without
the perceptual loss achieves the highest PSNR but generates
overly smooth results as shown in Fig. 16(c). Finally, without
the depth refinement loss, the depth refinement branch may
not be able to restore a clear structure on the depth map.
Therefore, the depth information becomes less effective for
deblurring. The integration of all three loss functions leads
to state-of-the-art performance and generates more realistic
deblurred images.

1) Additive Noise: We analyze the robustness of the proposed model by adding Gaussian noise (with noise level from
0.5% to 5%) and salt & pepper noise (with noise density from
0.5% to 5%) to the testing images of the GOPRO dataset. As
shown in Fig. 18, since we add the Gaussian noise with the
standard deviation of 0.01 during the training, the proposed
method performs well when the Gaussian noise level is around
0.01 to 0.02. Our model is less effective when the Gaussian
noise becomes severe (e.g., ≥ 0.04). On the other hand,
the proposed DGN is less robust when the salt & pepper noise
density becomes larger than 2% as we do not include salt
& pepper noise in the training data. However, the proposed
method consistently performs favorably against the state-ofthe-art approaches [21], [57] on different types of image
noise.
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Fig. 16. Visual comparisons on the effect of different loss functions. We show the images in the first row and their corresponding refined depth in the second
row. The network becomes less effective if any loss function is removed.

Fig. 17.
range.

Sensitivity on the weights of the loss function. The proposed DGN performs robustly to the changes of the hyper-parameters within a reasonable

Fig. 18. Quantitative evaluations on different types of noise. Our method
consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms [21], [57] at each noise
level. The noise level refers to the standard deviation of the Gaussian random
noise and % denotes the noise density of the Salt & pepper noise.
Fig. 19. Results on a blurred image with adversarial noise. The proposed is
less effective when the image is under adversarial attack.

2) Adversarial Noise: We evaluate the robustness of the
proposed model to adversarial attacks [1], [4] (i.e., adversarial
noise). Different from adding noise with simple parameters
(e.g., Gaussian or Salt & Pepper noise), adversarial noise
is generated by the convolutional neural networks. Specifically, we apply the pre-trained DilatedNet [1], [65] to add
the perturbation on the GOPRO testing images. The model
is trained on the Cityscapes [5] dataset by Fast Gradient
Sign Method (FGSM), which can be directly downloaded
from the project website:https://github.com/hmph/adversarialattacks. Figure 19 (b) shows an image with adversarial noise,
which looks nearly the same as the original input (Fig. 19
(a)) from the human perception. However, networks without
any defense scheme are sensitive to such noise. As shown
in Table XIII and Fig. 19, the proposed model becomes

TABLE XIII
Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATIONS (PSNR/SSIM) ON B LURRED I MAGES W ITH
A DVERSARIAL N OISE ON THE GOPRO D ATASET. T HE P ROPOSED
M ETHOD B ECOMES L ESS E FFECTIVE W HEN THE I MAGES A RE
ATTACKED BY THE A DVERSARIAL N OISE

less effective to extract and recover high frequency features
(i.e., details). We also note that our model still performs well
against the state-of-the-art method [57].
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Fig. 20. Limitation of the proposed DGN. Our method cannot effectively
recover the sharp edges when the image suffers from a large motion (e.g., the
woman’s leg).

Fig. 22. Results on a face image with glasses. The proposed model cannot
recover the finer attributes well.

Fig. 23. Results on a severely blurred frame. The proposed video model
tends to generate motion artifacts due to the sequential inputs.

Fig. 21. Performance analysis on different motion magnitude. Our method
becomes less effective when the blurred images suffer from large motion.

F. Limitations
The proposed method may not perform well when the
blurred image suffers from a large motion as shown in Fig. 20.
To systematically understand the performance of the proposed
method under different magnitudes of motion blur, we conduct
the following experiment. We first take the 240 FPS video
frames from the test set of the GOPRO dataset [36] and
generate blurred images by averaging N sharp frames:
B=

1
N

N−1


S [i ] ,

(11)

i=0

where S [i ] is the i -th sharp frame and B is the blurred image.
We generate 50 blurred images by randomly averaging 3 to
21 consecutive frames.
For each blurred image, we first compute the cumulative
flow magnitude of adjacent sharp frames:
M=

N−2


f[i ]22 ,

(12)

i=0

where f[i ] is the optical flow from frame i to i +1. We use the
EpicFlow [50] to compute the optical flow. We then estimate
the motion magnitude of each blur image by averaging the
cumulative flow magnitude of all the pixels:

1
Mx,y .
(13)
M̃ =
H × W x,y
We quantify the flow magnitude into eight bins and show the
average PSNR of deblurred images for each bin in Fig. 21.
While our method becomes less effective with the increase

of motion magnitude, the proposed method still consistently performs well against the state-of-the-art deblurring
approach [57]. Furthermore, our model cannot recover special
attributes well from a severely blurred face as shown in Fig. 22
(e.g., glasses). Our future work will consider embedding other
motion guidance, e.g., optical flow, 3D prior [49] or semantic
information into the deblurring process.
Fig. 23 shows the limitation of the video model. The
proposed video model tends to generate motion artifacts under
the severe blur as it takes the concatenation of sequential
frames as input and does not use alignment strategy. Our future
work will consider using optical flow for alignment in video
deblurring.
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We propose an effective Depth Guided Network for dynamic
scene deblurring. The network consists of an image deblurring
branch and a depth refinement branch. The image deblurring
branch aims at recovering a latent image from the blurred
input, and guided by the depth map. The Spatial Feature
Transform layer is applied to extract the spatial information
from the depth map and embed it into the network. The
depth refinement branch is to remove the blur effect from
the predicted depth map based on the blurred input, and
guided by the blurred image. Extensive quantitative and qualitative comparisons show that the proposed DGN performs
favorably against the state-of-the-art dynamic scene deblurring
approaches.
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